As a Spiritual Satanist one is in a privileged position of knowing about many things and having access to real knowledge. This knowledge can act as a guide on one’s life.

Many people out there, do not KNOW. Therefore, if one does not KNOW, then one is liable to many mistakes. The Gods look upon these people with mercy, and arguably, even more acceptance than people who KNOW and tarnish knowledge in the trash can.

Certain things that are related to this place are for reasons of safety in one's life and other matters. They are also here to help you advance. Yet, due to "Free Will", or rather the "Free Will" some people want to exercise to fuck up or deny some things, they might "Choose" to not take certain warnings seriously.

As life has it, the downwards spiral will happen anyway and despite of what people think. A perfect example here is drug use. If we keep repeating about this, then it is for a reason and that is because one's life might simply be lost in this loop of nothingness.

Yet, over the years, despite of the Gods or people knowing, or even other people holding certain people away from this we have ongoing incidents where people ruin their life over and over again. Few, but these exist. The sources of these are clearly curses and the enemy's works in the material plane, which always seek to confuse and downgrade people as much as possible.

One in this path needs to be strong and know when to stop things permanently. Alongside the examples of failing, we have far more examples of succeeding. This takes willpower and simply understanding why it's so important to do the right thing. You are not "Free" if you do drugs, you are someone's slave if you do this. It could be a weed dealer, or someone else.

But because confusion ensues, certain people think re-actively that "Freedom" is based on "Freedom" to do the stupidest things in this world. Yet, the architects of these giant holes which seek to destroy you, know very well this has nothing to do with freedom, but merely with your reactions and so on. It's all the opposite of freedom.

As one enters and goes deeper into Spiritual Satanism, their mind has to
progressively change and so our thinking process must change. Meditation and cleansing the soul takes one to where these decisions and these things start looking clearly for what they are.

Yet, the contrast and battle between the lower drives of one’s nature and the higher ones is prominent in this path, and if one does not listen, one might fall the slide.

A false sense of confidence that might also arise in some people that the Gods will "always" be there to help, is only half the Truth. The reality is that as we grow and we are responsible, they expect us to be responsible.

If the Gods do see that we are bringing ourselves to a point where we are beyond redemption, they might actually step back and allow the consequence of our actions to take hold, ie, the things we bring on ourselves.

If their help is abused only to keep continuing onto the same errors, one might pay the price of consequences in order to finally understand how to stop doing something negative.

They are merciful and loving beyond what I can verbally express, but abuse of this is never warranted or recommended. Those who do this are not acting properly.

Granted, it's never too late to turn back from doing certain things that are harmful to one's self or others, it can be in certain situations happen that one defends their mistakes and so on. The less one does this and the more one walks the proper path, all the better for them: your advancement will be accelerated.

The more one raises higher, the more excuses start however having small to no merit, ie, one is expected to act in a higher way and not fall into every trap that comes their way. If you KNOW, then you KNOW.

KNOWLEDGE sometimes and for certain people who deny all input, does indeed arise from oftentimes painful experience. Then, the pain stops the mistakes.

But that is not the only way. If one listens just to the sound knowledge, most of this could never have happened. Everyone has at least a few examples in life where this could be the case.

The Gods and everything will constantly post warnings to us and also bring us to situations where we will be in a way "Tested" to overcome certain loops of
destruction. If we successfully do this, we are rewarded and lifted higher. Then permanence ensues on a higher level.
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